Introduction
As in other Kiranti languages, nouns in Limbu are typically modified either by demonstratives, by pronominal prefixes, by other nouns (bearing the genitive suffix, but with a pronominal prefix on the head noun), or by propositions, participles, place-names, time-adverbs, etc., marked by the Limbu "nominalizing" suffix -pa. In a few cases, however, Limbu shows a different construction, in which the modifier bears a pronominal prefix, the 3d singular "posessive" prefix ku-. This type of determination is reflected in a common type of color-term derivative, e.g. kubhuːtla 'pale'. The same prefix is found in a number of other words which typically function as modifiers or as predicate adjectives, like kusɔŋ 'new'. In compounds, a noun may take the place of the pronominal ku-, e.g. mikphuːtla ["eye-pale"] 'European'. Similar phenomena are reported from other East Kiranti languages. 
Modifier-Noun constructions
I begin with a review of nominal modifiers in Limbu. Nominals may carry the definite suffix -ɛn or the plural suffix -haˀ.
Demonstrative: DEM.-N (no marking)
(1) kha nɛse-'n (untimely209) 2 that earring-DEF 'that earring'
Genitive: (N-GEN)-PRON-N (head-and dependent-marking)
The "possessed" head is marked by a pronominal prefix belonging to the paradigm a-'1st person', kɛ-'2d person', ku-'3d person'. The genitive suffix on the dependent noun is -rɛ/-lɛ. Limbu independent pronouns do not take the genitive marker.
(2) kɛ-nn'ya-rɛ ku-him-mu (elope51) 2-mat.aunt-GEN 3-house-LOC 'in your maternal aunt's house' (3) yɛba-'llɛ ku-dhɔkk-ɛtmu (untimely138) shaman-DEF.GEN 3-body-LOC 'into the body of the shaman'
kha bakəs-ɛllɛ ku-sɔm-dhaŋ (untimely271) that box-DEF.GEN 3-top-LOC 'on (top of) that box'
Relative clause, place-noun, time-adverb, etc.: X-pa N (dependent marking)
The dependent-marker here is the "nominalizer" -pa, which in some contexts has a marked feminine -ma (cf. pa 'father', ma 'mother'). The function of -pa as a morphological element -the use which concerns us here -is to mark certain elements as nominal modifiers. Like other modifiers, these may serve as nominals in the absence of a head (see below).
3
A time-adverb as modifier:
asen-ba khɔdakmi-rɛ (dance125) before-NOM elder-ERG 'old-timers' A subject-relativization using the active participle: (6) kha kɛ-si-ba mɔna-n (untimely270) that ACT-die-NOM man-DEF 'the dead man' English adjectives are most often translated by Limbu "stative" verbs (whose aspectual character is more complex than their name suggests). Morphologically, these have an unprefixed participial form in place of the active participle of (6): (7) yɔm-ba sara thik (trade143) big-NOM boar one 'a big wild boar' Any modifier, in the absence of an expressed head, can serve as a nominal; in other words, Limbu is a language in which 'big' may mean 'big one'. (8) a-mba a-mma-rɛ-'tmu (mariage39)
kha kɛ-si-b '-ɛn (untimely123) that ACT-die-NOM-DEF 'the dead man'
Color-words
Color-words form a closed class in Limbu, with particular formal properties (cf. van Driem's "bound colour morphs" 1987:23-25 These predicates can serve as modifiers, using the regular relative construction :
ɔm kɛ-lɔˀ-ba phuŋ
There are a number of derived color-forms, some of them marked by the nominalizing suffix -pa mentioned above. The morpheme -taŋ 'like' is used to form color adjectives of the form
[COLOR]-taŋba, e.g. maktaŋba 'black', phɔdaŋba 'white'.
Special suffixes -kɔŋgɔŋba, -kɔkkɔkpa and -yɔˀyɔˀba are used to derive color adjectives expressing degrees of " [COLOR] ish", e.g. makkɔŋgɔŋba 'dark', phiŋgɔkkɔkpa 'blueish', makyɔˀyɔˀba 'blackish' (A).
But the most common and the most characteristic color-form has the prefix ku-and the otherwise unknown suffix -ra/-la, for example, kuhɛtla 'red', kubhɔra 'white': (14) kubhɔra kubhɔra phuŋ-haˀ (A) white white flower-PL 'white flowers' (15) kuleˑtla saˑ-n 'raw meat' (WS268)
The prefix ku-is clearly the 3d person clitic pronoun, although here it does not commute with the other clitic pronouns (a-'1st person', kɛ-'2d person'). That is, if I am black, I am kumakla and not *a-makla. Note also that ku-marks the dependent modifier (i.e. the color) and not, as in the genitive construction, the head. 4 Like other modifiers, the color-term can function as head:
This is the construction that interests us here -or at least its lexicalized trace. Before discussing it further, I will present a few other lexical and morphological uses of ku-. 
Other pronominalized modifiers
Three other words have the prefix ku-and the suffix -la, although they do not share other color-derivatives: kulɔːpla 'cylindrical' (A) (cf. lɔːppɛt '[manner of] lying stretched out'), kugɔpla 'round' (A) (cf. kɔpma 'to surround, to reach around'), kusɛŋla 'dried' (A) (cf. sɛŋma 'to dry in the air').
A small group of adjectives has the prefix ku-and the suffix -wɛt (~ wa in Tembe): kuhiŋwɛt 'alive' (cf. hiŋma 'to live'), kughɔŋwɛt 'unripe (of fruits)', kumaŋwɛt 'uncooked', kusiwɛt 'dead' (cf. sima 'to die').
Further examples include the word 'new', which has the prefix ku-with no suffix: (19) kusɔŋ him 'new house' (cf. sɔŋma 'to sell') kughɛkya sa 'dried meat' (cf. khɛkma 'to be dry').
Two pronominalized words express comparisons: (20) thi-n cwaːt kusiktaŋba cog-u '. In (20) , kusiktaŋba is related to the postposition kusik 'like, in the manner of', which generally has an adverbial sense. In both cases there is an extra argument, the comparandum, which could justify the pronominal ku-; note, however, that this argument is not in the genitive case.
Modifier-compounds
In compounds, these modifiers generally appear without the ku-prefix, which can thus be seen as commuting with a compounded noun. There are two types of compounds: the first type occurs with color-words of the type kuhɛtla 'red', in which the pronominal element ku-may originally have indexed the head of a modifying construction. In compounds, what is logically a head-noun replaces the pronoun: structurally "meat-fresh" vs "its-fresh (meat)". Note that the usual modifier-head order of Limbu syntax is reversed:
The second type also occurs with color words, and with 'new'. The pronominal prefix is again lost, but the usual order of determination is preserved: "black-earth" vs "its-black earth". (The identity of the compounded element is not always clear.)
'Solanum khasianum' (cf. tiŋ'rekpa 'thorn') hɛtla.k'yakma 'Polygonum capitatum (?)' (has a reddish inflorescence). 6 hɛːtthoːkphɛtla 'rhododendron' (A) (cf. thokphɛt 'id.') sɔŋkhim (cf. him 'house') (A) sɔŋmi 'new man, stranger' (A) (mi is a formative suffix in a number of nouns referring to persons) This is the order of modifier-head compounds generally in Limbu, with modifiers like cukpa 'small' which never take ku-, e.g. cukphɛ '(kind of) small knife' (A) (cf. phɛdza 'Nepalese knife').
Relational nouns and compounds
The great majority of ku-entries in the Academy dictionary are nouns, of which only a few will be cited here. Most have a relational sense, implying a relation to a whole, a source, a material, a complement, etc. In other words, to the extent that these words only appear with the pronominal prefix, they constitute a class of obligatorily possessed nouns. 7 Grammatically, the prefix marks the head of a genitive expression, not a modifier as with color-words.
Many deverbal derivatives fall into this category, distinguished from the source verbs by the pronominal prefix. The prefixed form is either the present stem or the infinitive (suffix -ma). Note that the prefix ku-does not occur in the finite verbal paradigm (see appendix). tɛpma 'to cover'. kuyaŋ 'storage place, place to stay' yaŋma (A) 'to put inside' kuyuŋ 'handle (of a knife, etc.) ' yuŋma 'to set, to fix' kueːp 'suppression ' (A) epma 'to suppress' kugeːŋ 'length' (A) keŋma 'be long' kughɛːk 'piece' (A), 'odd member of a pair' khɛːkma 'to have a nick, a missing tooth'
Relational nouns also enter into compounds. As in the case of modifier-compounds (above), a noun takes the place of the pronominal ku-. However, the semantic structure is different, because the noun that replaces the pronominal is logically a modifier and not the head: 'tree('s)-base' vs 'its-base'.
( 27) kuduːppa 'large intestine (A)' hiduːt, hiduːppa 'id.' (hi 'excrement') kumulla (A) piece (esp. of meat) sɛmulla 'piece of meat' (A) (? sa 'flesh') phaksamulla 'a piece of pork' (phaksa 'pork') kubuŋ (A) 'base' siŋbuŋ 'tree trunk' (A) (siŋ 'tree, wood')
When the relational noun is itself the modifier, it comes first in the compound, e.g. in puŋsammaŋ 'chief among hunting deities' (A) (cf. sammaŋ 'deity'), lumsoːkma 'middle finger' (A) (cf.
soːkma 'to point'). Where it is a quantifier, it can apparently come either before or after what is quantified, like NP quantifiers:
'semester' (A).
East Kiranti parallels
The phenomena described above find an echo in Ebert's description of the closely-related language Athpare (1991:93-94 The following adjectives are attested only with /u-/, although they have the ending -na (rather than -pa or -wat) or no suffix at all. The post-nominal position of the adjective is not necessarily significant, since Belhare is described as head-final with a "post-phrase adjunct position". But if pronominally-marked adjectives are more frequent in this position than other attributes, it might be taken to reflect the headedness of the hypothesized "house its-newness".
Burmese
Bernot (1971) describes Burmese as a language without a specifically adjectival category, in which demonstratives, possessors, and relatives precede the head. Modifiers which would normally be translated by French or English adjectives are generally drawn from the category of "stative verbs", which can serve as predicates, be followed by modal particles, etc. (I omit consideration of Pali loans, used in the literary language.) These usually follow the noun. 10 A few of them -essentially limited to color-words in the spoken language, although exceptional examples with 'new' and 'warm' are also cited -are marked by the prefix ˀə-. Thus:
The prefix in question also serves regularly to form deverbal nouns, as well as being found on a certain number of other nouns. Finally, it is lost in compounds, unless it is in first position.
Thus, as in Limbu, we have a nominalizing prefix which marks color-terms in their function as noun-modifiers. This is an interesting typological convergence, but perhaps no more than that. The Burmese prefix is not pronominal, at least not synchronically. The prefixed color-term, like other stative-verb modifiers in Burmese, usually follows the noun.
Conclusion
Pronominally-marked modifiers constitute a small, closed class in Limbu, consisting essentially of color terms and the word 'new' -among the usual suspects in closed classes of adjectives (Dixon 1994 ) -as well as 'living', 'dead', and a few others.
They are characterized by the presence of the pronominal prefix ku-. The structure of the modifier, "its-[quality]", reflects grammaticalization of the notion that the quality is "possessed" by the noun. Syntactically, however, it seems clear that in an expression like kubhɔra phuŋ 'white flower', 'flower' is the head, since head-final order is general in Limbu syntax. The pronominal morphology is frozen and unproductive.
The identification of the prefix as the 3d person possessive pronoun is reinforced by the existence of compounds in which the pronoun commutes with a noun. A pronominal form like kuretla 'green, unripe' can be seen as representing any of the possible compounds saretla 'meat+fresh', maːkkiretla 'maize+green/unripe', etc. Even in compounds where the internal order corresponds to the usual syntactic modifier-head order (e.g. phɔdiŋ'rek 'white-thorn [Solanum khasianum]'), the prefix is almost always dropped (cf. note 6).
We might consider the prefixed adjectives like kuretla as simply grammaticalized pronominalizations derived from saretla, etc., but we would still have to explain the anomalous order of the latter, which falls out naturally from the "its-[quality]" grammaticalization path. Compounds with the more usual stative-verb-type modifiers -'big' and 'little', for example -have only modifier-head order.
Pronominally marked modifiers are reported from two other East Kiranti languages, Athpare and Belhare. They have not been reported elsewhere in the Kiranti group.
